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Introduction
Does Abraham’s Silence Matter?

I

n Genesis 22 God tells Abraham to offer up his son Isaac as a burnt offering on a mountain he will be shown in the land of Moriah. Surprisingly,
Abraham doesn’t question the instruction—either to see if it is really from
God or to ask why God would want such a thing. Nor does he intercede on
behalf of his son. Instead, Abraham rises early the next morning and—in
silence—sets about preparing for the journey and the sacrifice.
When he arrives (three days later) at the place God had indicated, Abraham
builds an altar, spreads out the wood (which Isaac has been carrying), and
binds (‘āqad) his son in preparation for the sacrifice. It is the presence of the
Hebrew verb ‘āqad that leads Jews to call this story the Aqedah, the “binding”
of Isaac.1 In Christian tradition the story is known as the sacrifice (or near
sacrifice) of Isaac. By whatever name, this is a disturbing text.2
For many years I have been troubled by Abraham’s silent obedience in
Genesis 22. If, I reasoned, I ever heard a voice asking me to sacrifice my son,
I would not instantly comply, certainly not without some resistance and questioning. So I have found Abraham’s response to God puzzling.
1. The word Aqedah has many spellings in the secondary literature, including Akedah,
Akeda, and Akeidah.
2. Leon R. Kass puts it well: “No story in Genesis is as terrible, as powerful, as mysterious,
as elusive as this one. It defies easy and confident interpretations, and despite all that I shall have
to say about it, it continues to baffle me.” Kass, The Beginning of Wisdom: Reading Genesis
(New York: Free Press, 2003), 333.
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The Value of Vigorous Prayer
Abraham’s response is especially puzzling in light of the prominence of
prayers of lament or complaint in the book of Psalms. I came to value such
vigorous prayers after a time of darkness and silence, when I had lost my way.
Having experienced a season of questioning regarding my vocation, and even
my purpose, combined with doubt about God’s goodness, I simply stopped
praying. After all, what is there to say to One who has disappointed you, to
the Source of all goodness and love, if you feel that this goodness has dried
up and this love is gone.
But, thankfully, I did not remain in the darkness. Or in the silence. By
the grace of the very God to whom I had stopped praying, I discovered the
psalms of lament in the Bible. And these psalms led to a vigorous renewal
of faith.
Lament psalms, composing perhaps as much as one-third of the Psalter,
are the dominant form of prayer in the book of Psalms, indeed, the dominant
genre of psalm.3 In these prayers, ancient Israelites grappled with God, complaining about their intolerable situations (often blaming God for abandoning
them or even targeting them) and pleading for deliverance.
It was the darkest of such psalms, the eighty-eighth, that precipitated a
reawakening of my faith.4
The Darkness and Desperation of Psalm 88

Psalm 88 is a prayer in extremis, where the psalmist has experienced life
as so compromised by suffering it is as if he has already gone down (alive)
to Sheol, the place of the dead (88:3–5 [4–6 MT]).5 In his desperation, the
psalmist accuses God of being the source of his troubles.
3. See the classification of psalms in Bernhard W. Anderson, with Stephen Bishop, Out of
the Depths: The Psalms Speak to Us Today, 3rd ed. (1983; repr., Philadelphia: Westminster,
2000), 219–24 (Appendix B: “Index of Psalms according to Type”).
4. My introduction to the lament psalms came through a course on the Psalms taught by Prof.
Werner E. Lemke at Colgate Rochester Divinity School in 1986. I did a class project on lament,
using Ps. 88 as the core of a memorial service to help the community grieve the recent death
of the young dean of students at the divinity school. Planning, participating in, and preaching
at this service changed my life. My thanks to Werner Lemke (who passed away in 2010) for his
incisive teaching and supportive mentoring when I was his student, and also for his friendship
when I became his faculty colleague in 1996.
5. In Old Testament passages the verse numbering of the Hebrew Masoretic Text (MT) is
sometimes different from the English verse numbers in Christian Bibles. This is often the case
in the Psalms, since the MT counts the superscription or heading of a psalm as verse 1 (as do
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You have put me in the depths of the Pit,
in the regions dark and deep.
Your wrath lies heavy upon me,
and you overwhelm me with all your waves. Selah
You have caused my companions to shun me;
you have made me a thing of horror to them. (88:6–8)6

Beyond having consigned the psalmist to the realm of the dead, it seems
that God has abandoned his would-be worshiper, refusing to answer his prayer
for help. This leads to poignant questioning: “O Lord, why do you cast me
off? / Why do you hide your face from me?” (88:14). And the psalm ends on
a note of sorrow, even despair, in the darkness:
Wretched and close to death from my youth up,
I suffer your terrors; I am desperate.
Your wrath has swept over me;
your dread assaults destroy me.
They surround me like a flood all day long;
from all sides they close in on me.
You have caused friend and neighbor to shun me;
my companions are in darkness. (88:15–18)

Most individual laments (of which Ps. 88 is an example) are composed of
subgenres such as complaint (an honest description of what has gone wrong),
confession of trust (an affirmation of the prior goodness of God), petition
(the psalmist’s request, even demand, that God intervene), and vow of praise
(a commitment to respond appropriately after the intervention).7 However,
the Greek Septuagint [LXX] and the Latin Vulgate), whereas superscriptions are not usually
included in the verse numbering of Protestant or ecumenical English Bibles. Translations that
count the superscriptions as verse 1 include Jewish translations, like the JPS Tanakh, which
follows the MT numbering, Orthodox translations, which follow the LXX, and most Catholic
Bibles, which follow the Vulgate (the LXX and Vulgate also number some psalms differently,
so that Ps. 88 is counted as Ps. 87). After the first citation of Ps. 88 (which includes the MT
numbering in brackets), I will give English verse numberings for this psalm.
6. Unless otherwise noted, my default Bible translation throughout this book will be the
NRSV. Any emphases are, of course, my own.
7. Biblical scholars typically also list address to God (where God is named at the start of
the prayer) as part of the lament form. Not all lament psalms have all of these components;
when they do occur, they are not always neatly separated from each other, nor do they necessarily follow any particular order (though the vow of praise, if present, tends to come last).
The classic analysis of the lament form is found in Claus Westermann, Praise and Lament in
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Psalm 88 is one of a few that omits the vow of praise.8 Since the psalm contains no explicit expectation of God’s intervention, this would seem to be a
prayer devoid of hope.9
Yet that appearance would be deceptive.
Psalm 88 as a Door to Hope

Although Psalm 88 is dominated by complaint, with no articulated expectation of God’s intervention and only one slender confession of trust near
the start (where the psalmist names YHWH “God of my salvation” [88:1]), I
found this psalm generative of hope because of its radical honesty.
As Martin Bertman puts it, “The Hebrew attitude towards the apparent
existence of evil in the world has generally been to adopt the principle that
the individual ought not to deny his own experience.”10 I found this psalm’s
honest articulation of darkness appropriate to express the depths of my own
experience. Anything more explicitly hopeful might have seemed Pollyannaish.
And, having prayed Psalm 88 (and meditated upon its words), I found my
own faith beginning to be reawakened. Indeed, it began to undergo a process
of deepening.
This reawakening and deepening is certainly related to the sense of being
part of a community, stretching back in time, of others who had analogous
experiences to my own. Psalm 88 proved I wasn’t alone.
Beyond joining the community of lament, hope was generated by the very
presence (indeed, dominance) of this form of address to God in the prayer
book of Israel and the church. Given this text’s status as Scripture, lament
prayer could be taken as a normative model or paradigm that was serviceable
in approaching God. This psalm (and the presence of other laments in the
Psalter) gave me permission to articulate pain and need to God, to question
God’s goodness, and even to accuse God of complicity in my disorientation.
the Psalms, trans. Keith R. Crim and Richard N. Soulen from the 1965 German ed. (Atlanta:
John Knox, 1981). In my list of the components of lament, I am using not Westermann’s terminology but my own.
8. In the case of communal laments (such as Pss. 44, 74, 89, 137), there is rarely a vow of praise
or any positive statement of hope (an exception is the vow of praise in Ps. 80:18 [80:19 MT]).
9. For an in-depth study of Ps. 88, see Anthony R. Piles, “Drowning in the Depths of Darkness: A Consideration of Psalm 88 with a New Translation,” Canadian Theological Review
1, no. 2 (2012): 13–28.
10. Martin A. Bertman, “The Hebrew Encounter with Evil,” Apeiron 9, no. 1 (1975): 43
(entire article 43–47).
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The existence of these prayers in Scripture suggests that God approves
of, even desires, such vigorous interaction on behalf of the human covenant
partner. Yet when God asks Abraham to offer up his son, the patriarch says
nary a word. I have been perpetually puzzled by Abraham’s silence.
Why Abraham’s Silence Matters
But Abraham is not alone in his silence. Many in the church think that, like
Abraham, they must bear (or submit to) all that befalls them as God’s will.
Indeed, church leaders often counsel believers to accept all suffering and setbacks as part of God’s (often inscrutable) purpose for their lives.
Sometimes the story of Abraham in Genesis 22 is used to reinforce this
point of view. Abraham’s silent obedience thus becomes a model or paradigm
of how to respond to suffering. After all, isn’t Abraham’s response to God
evaluated positively—both in the story of the Aqedah and in later Jewish
and Christian tradition? Although the uses to which the Aqedah is put in the
history of interpretation are quite varied (and will be discussed later in this
book), it is common in popular Christian thinking to view Abraham’s silent
obedience to God’s will as an example for the faithful to follow; this includes
bearing our troubles without complaint.
Even when the Aqedah is not explicitly used to justify suffering in silence, the
valorization of Abraham’s response to God in Genesis 22 can paralyze people
of faith in the face of evident evil. If even Abraham, the ancestor of both Jews
and Christians, was silently submissive to God in the face of what he must have
experienced as an unbearable, crushing reality, how could ordinary believers
challenge God over what he brings us in our daily lives? The result is often a
stance of passivity in the face of suffering, whether our own or that of others.11
Now, I do not mean to disparage the reality of suffering that sometimes
must simply be endured. Many faithful Christians and Jews have prayed
for deliverance from intolerable situations of suffering only to find that the
11. Although my context is the Christian church, and so I cannot speak authoritatively about
contemporary Jewish experience of the Aqedah, it is clear that in earlier times the Aqedah had
a prominent place for Jews as a paradigm of martyrdom in the face of persecution. And the
fact that the Aqedah is central to Jewish liturgy (especially during Yom Kippur and the Days of
Awe) suggests that my analysis may be relevant also to contemporary Jewish experience of this
formative text. Indeed, writing out of her Jewish tradition, Tikva Frymer-Kensky notes, “In its
stark horror and ambiguous statements, the story of the Akeda remains the central text in the
formation of our spiritual consciousness.” Frymer-Kensky, “Akeda: A View from the Bible,”
in Beginning Anew: A Woman’s Companion to the High Holy Days, ed. Gail Twersky Reimer
and Judith A. Kates (New York: Touchstone, 1997), 144 (entire chapter 127–44; nn. 345–46).
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suffering continues. In Scripture we have the example of the apostle Paul, who
three times asked God to remove his “thorn in the flesh,” and three times was
told that God’s grace was sufficient for him (2 Cor. 12:7–9).12
I am particularly struck by the comments of biblical scholar Walter Moberly,
who positively values Abraham’s response to God in his many writings on
Genesis 22.13 Moberly admits that his interpretation of the Aqedah has been
significantly impacted by his own “existential struggles with illness and bereavement”; specifically, he notes that his wrestling with God in the context
of situations that he could not change (an autoimmune disease and the death
of his first wife) has “informed my repeated writing on Genesis 22.” Indeed,
Moberly notes, “I have, in my own limited way, been to Moriah, as it were.”14
Walter Moberly is a biblical scholar of the highest order and a Christian
of deep faith and integrity. I, therefore, want not only to affirm my respect
for this point of view but to acknowledge that there may well be situations
of long-term suffering where God’s will seems inscrutable and the best we
can do is live through the suffering.
But I wonder if we are meant to bear even such suffering in silent acceptance. Or is the path of vigorous prayer open to us?15 Indeed, how will we
know if this is a case of suffering that cannot be changed unless we grapple
with God over it? More importantly, how will we sustain a relationship with
God if we are reduced to silence? I can attest that my own silence contributed to a shriveling of the relationship—which was reinvigorated only once
I started praying (vigorously) again.
Job the Vocal Sufferer
Sometimes the story of Job, the sufferer par excellence, is used to reinforce
the importance of bearing suffering submissively.
The typical attitude to the story of Job, in both the church and the academy, is complex. Many readers (whether laypeople, clergy, or scholars) are
12. The meaning of Paul’s “thorn” has been greatly debated. I have found the most satisfying
answer, both textually and contextually, to be J. Gerald Janzen’s proposal in “Paul’s ‘Robust
Conscience’ and His Thorn in the Flesh,” Canadian Theological Review 3, no. 2 (2014): 71–83.
13. Moberly’s positive interpretation of Abraham in Gen. 22 (developed over a period of
thirty years of writing on the Aqedah) will be addressed in a later chapter.
14. R. W. L. Moberly, “Learning to Be a Theologian,” in I (Still) Believe: Leading Bible
Scholars Share Their Stories of Faith and Scholarship, ed. John Byron and Joel N. Lohr (Grand
Rapids: Zondervan, 2015), 205 (entire chapter 201–10).
15. Note that Moberly speaks of wrestling with God (presumably in prayer), which would
have preceded his coming to terms with a life situation that couldn’t be changed.
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initially attracted to Job’s bold protest of his innocence, in contrast to the
condemnation of his friends, who claim he must have sinned to deserve such
terrible suffering. This attraction is enhanced by the fact that both YHWH
and the narrator validate Job’s innocence in the first two chapters of the book.
Some readers are, however, put off by Job’s outrageous curse against the
day of his birth (Job 3) and especially by the abrasive way he defends his innocence while impugning God’s justice, telling the Creator that he has ordered
neither the cosmos nor Job’s own life well (especially in his final discourse in
chaps. 29–31). Then, when they get to YHWH’s speeches from the whirlwind
at the end of the book, they are convinced that God has definitively put Job
in his place and shut him down for his arrogance in challenging divine justice.
Even those readers (perhaps a minority) who stick with Job all the way,
cheering him on in his searing honesty in the face of opposition from his
friends and even in his challenge to God, are typically confounded by God’s
counterchallenge in the speeches from the whirlwind, and agree (reluctantly)
that Job has been bullied into submission by an overbearing deity, who has
judged the bold protest of this puny human to be unseemly and inappropriate.
True, there are dissenters from this point of view, but the overriding interpretation of Job throughout history, right to the present day, is that the book
ends with God’s ringing reprimand of Job, which leads to Job admitting, “I
. . . repent in dust and ashes” (42:6).
Having studied and taught the book of Job for many years, I have become
convinced that this is a fundamental misreading of the message of the book.
I have joined the ranks of the dissenters, having learned from—and contributed to—a reading of YHWH’s speeches from the whirlwind as a positive
affirmation of Job’s protest.
Alternative Readings of Job and Abraham
That Job could be read differently, based on close attention to the text, has
led me to wonder if we have also been reading Genesis 22 wrongly. Just as it
is possible to show that Job’s response to his suffering is validated by God,
could it be that Abraham’s response to God is not exalted as a paradigm for
us to follow? This is a much more complicated question, given the overwhelming history of the exaltation of Abraham in Genesis 22, in both Jewish and
Christian traditions.
It is especially complicated because I take seriously the warnings of contemporary biblical scholars Walter Moberly and Jon Levenson (from Christian
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and Jewish perspectives, respectively) about suspicious readings of the Aqedah. Both scholars have been at pains to critique recent interpretations of
Abraham (as a child abuser) or of God (as arbitrary and unethical in demanding that Abraham sacrifice his son) in favor of what might be called
a traditional, trusting (though complex and nuanced) reading of the text.
Moberly and Levenson both claim that negative evaluations of Abraham’s
actions in Genesis 22 tend to be arbitrary and extrinsic critiques, based on
modern assumptions or predilections of the interpreter, which are simply
juxtaposed with the ancient text.16 In response to these warnings, I will attempt to show how an intrinsic reading of the Aqedah, in its own context
(the Abraham story), may be understood to generate criticism of Abraham.
Reading Abraham with Job and the Lament Tradition
At one level, then, this book is an exercise in exegesis, attempting to explore
the meaning of the Aqedah (Gen. 22) through close reading of the text in its
context (this is known in the Jewish tradition as a peshat reading).17 Along
the way, I will also propose a coherent interpretation of the book of Job
as a model of biblical lament. Although I will interpret these texts in their
own right, I will also attend to their possible relationship to each other—an
exercise in intertextuality.
My interest in relating Abraham and Job is not arbitrary. Rather, there are
well-established connections between them. For example, the Babylonian Talmud (Baba Batra 15b–16a) contains a discussion among the sages comparing
Abraham and Job for their piety and righteousness. But long before that, the
book of Jubilees (ca. 160–150 BCE) juxtaposed the testings of Abraham and
Job. Jubilees 17–18 retells a version of the Aqedah in which Prince Mastema
(Satan) challenges God to test Abraham’s devotion to him in much the same
way that the book of Job begins.18 Following Jubilees, there has been such a
16. For example, R. W. L. Moberly, “Abraham and God in Genesis 22,” in The Bible, Theology,
and Faith: A Study of Abraham and Jesus (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 76–78
(entire chapter 71–131); and Jon D. Levenson, “The Test,” in Inheriting Abraham: The Legacy
of the Patriarch in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, LJI (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2012), 108 (entire chapter 66–112; nn. 219–23).
17. In general terms, Jewish interpretation of biblical texts can range from peshat (exegetical or literary-contextual readings of the Bible) to midrash (readings that go beyond—often
far beyond—the intent of text, in order to explore some aspect of contemporary significance).
18. Whereas Abraham is explicitly said to be tested by God in Gen. 22:1, the Prologue of
Job frames the entire book as a test. Yochanan Muffs, in a famous study of vigorous prayer in
the Jewish tradition, writes of “the tests to which God subjects Abraham and Job,” admitting
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pervasive tradition of connecting the stories of Abraham and Job that one
scholar has coined the term Jobraham to convey the intrinsic connection of
these two characters in the interpretive tradition.19
Beyond Exegesis to a Theology of Prayer
My interest in the meaning of Genesis 22, the book of Job, and how they may
both be read in light of the lament tradition is not simply antiquarian. Rather,
this exegetical exploration has a definite theological—even a pastoral—aim.
As a biblical scholar, I love the in-depth exploration of biblical texts. Yet my
purpose in this book is ultimately to help people of faith recover the value of
lament prayer as a way to process our pain (and the pain of the world) with the
God of heaven and earth—for the healing both of ourselves and of the world.
Although some might want to keep academic biblical study separate from
theological and pastoral reflection, I have always found the existential and the
exegetical to be fundamentally intertwined.20
On the one hand, I have never experienced what some think of as the
ivory tower of academia. My study of Scripture has consistently been a
matter of personal involvement, even when attending to technical matters
of the Hebrew language, literary rhetoric, or ancient Near Eastern contexts.
Indeed, serious engagement with Scripture has always been for me a matter of spiritual discipline, an important aspect of my formative spirituality.
And beyond my own formation, I have found significant overlap between my
scholarship in the academy, my teaching in the classroom, and my ministry
in the church.21
On the other hand, my growth in the life of faith and the development of
my theology have always been precisely through my grappling with biblical
that both tests seem arbitrary. Muffs, however, distinguishes between the responses of Abraham
and Job in that he evaluates Job’s questioning of God as positive. Muffs, The Personhood of
God: Biblical Theology, Human Faith and the Divine Image (Woodstock, VT: Jewish Lights,
2005), 72, 184.
19. Nicholas J. Ellis, “The Reception of the Jobraham Narratives in Jewish Thought,” in
Authoritative Texts and Reception History: Aspects and Approaches, ed. Dan Batovici and
Kristin de Troyer, BibInt 151 (Leiden: Brill, 2016), 124–40.
20. For an illuminating example of the integral combination of exegesis/peshat with an
emphasis on contemporary theological and ethical significance, see Shai Held, The Heart of
Torah, 2 vols. (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 2017).
21. I address the intersection of academic biblical studies and the lived context of the interpreter in my 2021 presidential address to the Canadian Society of Biblical Studies, “Beyond
Eurocentrism: Envisioning a Future for Canadian Biblical Studies,” Canadian-American Theological Review 10, no. 1 (forthcoming).
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texts. I would be at a loss to develop a meaningful theology of lament prayer
except by way of interaction with Scripture.
The argument of this book thus proceeds primarily through engagement
with a series of biblical texts, in three movements or parts.
Part 1: Models of Vigorous Prayer in the Bible

Part 1 addresses models of vigorous prayer in the Bible, specifically the
psalms of lament and prophetic intercession.
Chapter 1: “Voices from the Ragged Edge” takes an introductory look
at the lament psalms as a resource for helping us address suffering with a
view to renewal and hope in God. It is not a systematic introduction to the
lament psalms, but it draws on specific examples from the Psalter to illustrate how existentially powerful these voices from the ragged edge are. The
chapter concludes by suggesting how lament prayer fits into the normative
pattern of the biblical story—specifically, the exodus, the cross, and the
eschaton—and reflects on the relevance of lament prayer for living in a broken
world.
Chapter 2: “God’s Loyal Opposition” focuses on Moses as the paradigmatic prophet, who boldly challenges God, first at Sinai, when he convinces
God to spare Israel after the idolatry of the golden calf, and then later at
Kadesh-Barnea, when he appeals to the golden calf episode as a precedent
for God to pardon Israel again. The chapter then proceeds to the memory of
Moses’s intercession in the Old Testament and later Jewish literature, including Moses-like intercession in the prophetic books of Amos, Micah, Jeremiah,
and Ezekiel. The fact that God is the one who invites such bold intercession
shows that this God positively values vigorous dialogue partners.
Part 2: Making Sense of the Book of Job

Part 2 addresses the meaning of the book of Job, with a focus on Job as
someone who embodies the biblical affirmation of vigorous prayer.
Chapter 3: “The Question of Appropriate Speech” explores the book of
Job as a thought experiment in wisdom, where the central question is: What
should a wise or righteous person say (especially about/to God) in the face
of terrible suffering? The book of Job takes the reader on a journey through
a sequence of responses: Job’s initial praise; his fatalistic silence; his vocal
protest; and the responses of Job’s friends, who try to defend God’s ways;
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to Job’s responses to his friends; Elihu’s interjection; and YHWH’s response
from the whirlwind.
Chapter 4: “Does God Come to Bury Job or to Praise Him?” explores the
significance of YHWH’s speeches from the whirlwind as an answer to Job,
which addresses the question posed by the book about appropriate speech. In
this context, YHWH’s first speech can be seen as correcting Job’s misunderstanding of divine justice or governance, which has been evident in much of
Job’s protests throughout the book. This correction, by means of a cosmic
and zoological tour of creation, reduces Job to silence, which God did not
intend—which is why God speaks again.
In the second speech from the whirlwind, YHWH affirms the validity of
Job’s protest. The core of the second speech is God showing off to Job two
“chaotic” monsters, Behemoth (“which I made along with you”; 40:15) and
Leviathan (Job 41)—both of which have powerful mouths and whom no one
can tame. Having been compared (implicitly) to untamable monsters, in whom
God exults, Job is “comforted about dust and ashes” (a better translation
than the traditional “repent in dust and ashes”; 42:6).
Part 3: Unbinding the Aqedah from the Straitjacket of Tradition

Following the analysis of Job, we begin to examine the Aqedah proper, first
in the history of interpretation, then by careful exegesis of the text itself. Here
my focus is specifically on whether it is legitimate to read Genesis 22 against
the grain of tradition—that is, without valorizing Abraham.
Chapter 5: “Is It Permissible to Criticize Abraham or God?” clarifies my
own rationale for attempting a critical reading of Abraham’s response to God
in Genesis 22 and grapples with the nuanced versions of an exemplary reading
of the Aqedah advanced by Jon Levenson and Walter Moberly—including
their claim that all criticisms of Abraham are invalid since they are mounted
from a position extrinsic to the biblical text and to biblical assumptions. The
chapter then traces Jewish attitudes to Genesis 22 before the modern period,
noting one strand of early Jewish tradition that came to view protest to God
explicitly as sin, alongside the alternative tradition of questioning God. Yet
even in this alternative tradition we do not find explicit questions raised about
the Aqedah. But could the questions be implicit?
Such implicit questions are suggested by the ways that many ancient Jewish
interpreters picked up on details in the text in order to address their profound
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unease with the story. While the majority of premodern writers (both Jewish and Christian) do not explicitly criticize God for testing Abraham and
instead affirm the exemplary nature of Abraham’s obedience, many in the
ancient and medieval Jewish commentary tradition moderated their praise
of God and Abraham by midrashically filling in details of the story in ways
that suggest they were uncomfortable with the Aqedah. Although this is a
far cry from the boldness of Moses or Job in their direct challenge to God,
it opens the way for a more considered critical interpretation of the Aqedah.
Chapter 6: “Reading Rhetorical Signals in the Aqedah and Job” begins
by exploring a range of rhetorical clues in the text of Genesis 22 that tip
the reader off that something is not right here. These clues raise significant
questions about whether Abraham is to be understood as a normative figure
in this particular instance. The chapter then highlights various thematic and
intertextual links between the Aqedah (and the wider Abraham story) and
the book of Job. These links suggest that the book of Job was intended to be
read in relation to the Aqedah. Indeed, Job’s vocal protests could be thought
of as an implicit critique of Abraham’s silence in Genesis 22.
This might mean that the book of Job is at loggerheads with the assumed
validation of Abraham’s response to the test given by the author of Genesis 22
(especially as articulated by the angel of YHWH). However, it is also possible
that we have misread the perspective of the author of Genesis 22 (and the angel’s
supposed validation of Abraham). Could it be that the book of Job and Genesis
22 are in fundamental agreement about the validity of protest to God? Could
it be that even Genesis 22 does not affirm Abraham’s silence as exemplary?
The next chapter addresses this question head-on.
Chapter 7: “Did Abraham Pass the Test?” evaluates Abraham’s response
to God by engaging in a reading of the Aqedah in the context of the wider
Abraham story, especially Abraham’s changing understanding of God and
his relationship with his family in the narrative arc of Genesis 12–25. This
contextual reading suggests an entirely different reason for the test than is
commonly proposed, one that makes more sense of the entire Abraham story.
This reading effectively challenges the standard opinion that Abraham’s response to God was exemplary—but it does so by trying to understand the
story on its own terms, rather than from an extrinsic perspective. In this, it
attempts to respond to the concerns of both Levenson and Moberly.
Having proposed an alternative reading of the purpose of the test (and Abraham’s less-than-exemplary response), the chapter concludes by examining the
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two angel speeches, which are typically taken as praising Abraham’s response.
This examination shows that an alternative, critical reading of Abraham’s
silence is not only possible but eminently plausible.
A reflection on “The Gritty Spirituality of Lament” concludes the book.
Having connected the purpose of Abraham’s test in Genesis 22 with the book
of Job, the lament psalms, and other biblical prayers of protest, I conclude
the book by exploring the dialectic of submission and resistance implied
in such texts. This dialectic not only has implications for vigorous prayer
in situations of suffering but is essential for the development of a healthy
spirituality and the renewal of our life and walk with God in the context of
a violent and polarized world.
Facing the Difficulty of Scripture and Life—with Hope
For many years my ruminations concerning Abraham, Job, and lament have
functioned like a great underground river, watering the soil of my life and work
as a biblical scholar. More and more, however, this powerful underground flow
has bubbled to the surface, forcing me to wade into the current and address
more explicitly the difficulty of the life of faith and the complexity of these
often baffling biblical texts.
It is my hope that the exploration of these biblical texts will be helpful
in developing an honest, yet trustful spirituality that might empower God’s
people with hope in their daily lives, as they face a world full of chaos and
pain.
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Voices from the
Ragged Edge

I

n the movie The Princess Bride there is a conversation between the princess,
who has been kidnapped, and her rescuer (the Dread Pirate Roberts), in
which she says: “You mock my pain.” To which he replies, “Life is pain,
highness; anyone who says differently is selling something.”1
Without being quite as cynical as that, most of us can affirm that pain or
suffering is an indelible fact of human existence, as we know it. We live in a
world racked by suffering.
A Multifaceted World of Suffering
Many marriages, despite our best intentions, fall apart. Close friends die of
suicide or cancer. And we’re confronted in our inner cities with hollow-eyed
people living on the street, casting furtive glances in our direction, in the
hope of a handout.2
1. The Princess Bride, scene 20, directed by Rob Reiner, screenplay by William Goldman,
Twentieth-Century Fox, 1987. The movie is based on William Goldman’s novel The Princess
Bride: S. Morgenstern’s Classic Tale of True Love and High Adventure (New York: Harcourt
Brace, 1973).
2. This chapter is the fruit of many Bible studies, class lectures, and talks I have given on the
lament psalms since the late 1980s. The title (“Voices from the Ragged Edge”) was developed
in dialogue with John Garner, pastor of Harbour Fellowship Church, St. Catharines, ON,
when he invited me to preach on the lament psalms in 1993. I summarized that sermon in a
short meditation, “Voices from the Ragged Edge: How the Psalms Can Help Us Process Pain,”
Canadian Theological Society Newsletter / Communiqué de la société théologique canadienne
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Meanwhile the victims of terrorism and political violence continue to pile
up as so many dead bodies in the streets of city after city, and country after
country—every decade the names change, but the suffering continues. This
violence leads to millions of displaced persons—refugees from their own
nations and homes—living in destitute circumstances.
And the refugee crisis is accompanied by a world that is becoming increasingly tribalistic, desensitized to the suffering of others, even callously demonizing those viewed as enemies (whether for economic, national, political, or
religious reasons).
And beyond inter-human violence, the planet groans in the thrall of our
pollution of air, water, and land, with huge floating continents of plastic in
the Pacific, widespread rainforest depletion, and the destruction of species at
an alarming rate in our own time. As earth’s climate warms (precipitated by
human action), we are overwhelmed by massive and more frequent tsunamis,
earthquakes, and hurricanes, which wreak destruction all over the globe, with
a devastating loss of life.
The suffering of the world is multifaceted, and it is massive.
Tragic as this massive suffering is, the tragedy is compounded by our paralysis, often alternating with anger directed at those we perceive as our enemies.
Despite God’s call on our lives to respond in compassion to the pain of others,
we find, if we are honest, that we lack the energy for this mission. We are too
spent just coping with the ordinary crises of life to give much of ourselves to
the needs of others. So we pull back self-protectively into a defensive posture,
avoiding even eye contact with the street person, unable to bear such exposure
to the world’s wounds. Or we circle the wagons of our tribe and vehemently
denounce anyone who threatens our sense of security and identity.
I believe that the roots of both our paralysis and our misdirected anger lie
in our own pain that has never been adequately processed. Religious people
have a very hard time dealing with pain. We prefer to accentuate the positive.
But the positive—praise and celebration—isn’t always appropriate.
14, no. 1 (November 1994): 4–7, reprinted in the bulletin of the Institute for Christian Studies,
as “Voices from the Ragged Edge: How the Psalms Can Help Us Process Pain,” Perspective
29, no. 1 (March 1995): 4–5. This short piece was then expanded into the current chapter. A
preliminary version of this chapter was published as Middleton, “Voices from the Ragged
Edge: The Gritty Spirituality of the Psalms,” in A Sort of Homecoming: Pieces Honoring the
Academic and Community Work of Brian Walsh, ed. Marcia Boniferro, Amanda Jagt, and
Andrew Stephens-Rennie (Eugene, OR: Pickwick, 2020), 90–108. Used by permission of Wipf
& Stock Publishers.
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When Praise Is Inappropriate
Imagine barely surviving a car crash, perhaps being the only survivor, badly
injured and lying in a hospital bed; then your pastor or rabbi comes to visit
you and reads Psalm 150.
Praise the Lord!
Praise God in his sanctuary;
praise him in his mighty firmament!
Praise him for his mighty deeds;
praise him according to his surpassing greatness!
Praise him with trumpet sound;
praise him with lute and harp!
Praise him with tambourine and dance;
praise him with strings and pipe!
Praise him with clanging cymbals;
praise him with loud clashing cymbals!
Let everything that breathes praise the Lord!
Praise the Lord! (150:1–6)

That would, of course, be manifestly inappropriate.
Or suppose you are in the middle of a tragic divorce; or you’ve just lost
your job and you’re not sure how your family is going to survive, given the
mortgage payments and other bills. And someone says to you (as a friend of
mine used to say in every situation): Just praise the Lord anyway, brother!
But how can you praise God when you’re suffering from the shock of disorientation? How could you, if you were an Israelite, newly exiled to Babylon,
sing one of the songs of Zion? Psalm 46 is a classic Zion song, celebrating
God’s presence in the midst of Jerusalem. It opens with this confident assertion: “God is our refuge and strength, / a very present help in trouble” (46:1
[46:2 MT]). Because God is in the midst of the city, the psalmist affirms that
it shall never be moved (46:5 [46:6 MT]). Except the city now lies in ruins.
So a later psalmist, writing in the midst of the exile, sings not a Zion song
but a lament—a communal complaint: “By the rivers of Babylon— / there we
sat down and there we wept / when we remembered Zion” (Ps. 137:1). Psalm
137 goes on to ask, How can we sing YHWH’s song (like Ps. 46 or Ps. 150)
in a strange, alien land? (137:4). And this psalm is relevant well beyond its
original historical context, since when we are in a state of suffering, we are
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in an alien land, alienated from the reality of flourishing that God intends
for this good creation.
In the song “These Plastic Halos,” alternative Christian artist Mark Heard
describes the struggle of many churchgoers to be honest about their pain.
Heard uses the metaphor of “plastic halos” to describe the masks Christians
often wear in church, behind which “lurks a scarred and fragile face.” These
masks serve to hide our pain because we “think our tears / would provoke
holy wrath.” The result of our “stone-gray silence” (our inability to “face our
fears”) is that “we press on / with feeble cheer,” “refusing comfort unawares.”3
In the final stanza Heard characterizes this approach to masking suffering
as a “protocol” that we learn, in which we praise optimism and denigrate
sorrow. The song ends with these words: “As we watch / the world turn to
dust / the tears of God fall for us.”
I believe that the lament psalms provide an alternative protocol for addressing suffering, a protocol that is both existentially healing and deeply rooted
in the redemptive sweep of the biblical narrative.
The “Problem” of (Explaining) Evil
Sometimes it isn’t a focus on praise and celebration that prevents our dealing
with pain. Sometimes well-meaning people stop us short from hosting disorientation, from being fully honest about our suffering, by providing a quick (and ultimately superficial) explanation for suffering—much like Job’s comforters did.4
Even if we have never pondered the philosophical “problem of evil” (also
known as the “theodicy” problem), sensitive people of faith intuitively understand its basic contours.5 This is the “problem” laid out in its simplest form.
3. Mark Heard, “These Plastic Halos,” recorded July–September 1982, side 2, track 3 on
Eye of the Storm, Home Sweet Home Records, 1983.
4. The categories of orientation, disorientation, and new orientation, which pervade this
chapter, are based on Walter Brueggemann’s insightful analysis in The Message of the Psalms:
A Theological Commentary, Augsburg Old Testament Studies (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984).
These categories are derived from the work of Paul Ricoeur, and Brueggemann uses them to
connect the psalms to human experience. My metaphor of “hosting” disorientation is meant
to suggest that it is not optimal for the disorientation caused by suffering to invade the “house”
of our lives in a permanent takeover; but neither should we slam the door on disorientation,
since it ends up coming in the back window anyway. Rather, we need to be hospitable to our
disorientation, addressing it through the protocol of the psalms, until it is ready to leave, and
we begin to shift to a new, transformed, orientation.
5. The term theodicy (derived from the Greek words for God [theos] and justice [dikē]) was
coined by Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz (1646–1716) at the end of the seventeenth century to
speak of God’s general will as showing his benevolence. Although Leibniz’s Essais de théodicé
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1. We believe that God is good and loving (God doesn’t want evil and
suffering).
2. We believe God is sovereign or all-powerful (God could remove or prevent evil and suffering).
3. Yet evil exists.
This certainly seems like a contradiction.6 And there are various ways to
resolve it.
We could say, There is no God (that would certainly solve the logical problem, but it doesn’t help those of us who believe in God). Or we could say,
God isn’t totally good or trustworthy (we could deny the first premise).7 Or
we could say, God isn’t totally sovereign; God just can’t do anything about it
(we could deny the second premise).8
We could even say, Evil doesn’t really exist; it is an illusion—which is affirmed by some Eastern religions.
However, by far the most common solution in the history of Christian
thought is to claim that God has a “good reason” for allowing evil and suffering.9 Or, to use different terminology, there is a “greater good” that God has
in mind that could not be accomplished without all the evil and suffering in
the world.10 This is a Christian version of denying the third premise. In other
was published in 1710, he mentioned the title of his proposed work in a letter in 1695. For an
English translation, see Leibniz, Theodicy: Essays on the Goodness of God, the Freedom of
Man and the Origin of Evil, trans. E. M. Huggard, ed. Austin Farrer (Le Salle, IL: Open Court,
1985). In Candide (French original, Paris: Nilsson, 1759), Voltaire satirizes such optimism in
his famous response to the tragedy of the 1755 Lisbon earthquake, related tsunami, and fires.
6. The above three points are based on the famous statement of the problem in David
Hume, Dialogues concerning Natural Religion, ed. Martin Bell (1779; repr., London: Penguin,
1990), part 10, esp. pp. 108–9 (Hume here refers to an earlier formulation by the Greek philosopher Epicurus). J. L. Mackie states the problem in similar terms in “Evil and Omnipotence,”
Mind 64, no. 254 (1955): 200–212. Sometimes a fourth point is added—namely, that God is
omniscient, knowing all things. I don’t believe this contributes anything essential to the issue.
7. This position is advanced by David Blumenthal, Facing the Abusing God: A Theology of
Protest (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1993).
8. This position is advanced by Harold S. Kushner, When Bad Things Happen to Good People
(New York: Schocken Books, 1981). It is also the position of process theology and philosophy,
which is based on metaphysical analysis of the nature of God and reality.
9. The terminology of God having a “good reason” for allowing evil can be found in Alvin
Plantinga, God, Freedom, and Evil (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977), 26, 31. Before Plantinga,
Nelson Pike had spoken of God having a “morally sufficient reason” for evil; see Pike, “Hume
on Evil,” Philosophical Review 72, no. 2 (1963): 183 (entire article 180–97).
10. This way of putting things goes back to at least Augustine (except that he did not think
that suffering was technically evil; see De libero arbitrio, 1.11.22; 3.9.25). In an early work
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words, what we think is “evil” is not really, ultimately evil, since it is necessary
for the best of all possible worlds. This keeps God technically blameless, since
God needed to allow all the evil and suffering that has actually happened in
order to accomplish this greater good (whatever it is).
But to claim that every evil in the world contributes to some equal or greater
good, which would be otherwise unattainable, means quite simply that there
is no genuine evil. Genuine evil, as David Ray Griffin has cogently argued,
requires, as a minimum, the criterion that without it the universe could be a
better place. Otherwise it would not be genuine but only prima facie evil.11
There are many examples of prima facie evils that actually do serve a
greater good. For example, there are times I have had to work hard on a lecture
or a talk when on the surface it seemed like an “evil” to me; I would much
prefer to be out walking in the woods or riding my bicycle. But I’ve buckled
down to write the talk, since I judged it was a greater good that couldn’t be
accomplished if I slacked off.
Or suppose a soldier is wounded on the battlefield, with no antibiotics
available, and the wound becomes infected with gangrene. Perhaps his leg
has to be amputated to save his life. Normally, amputating a leg would not
a good thing; but in this case it serves a greater good (saving someone’s life),
which could not be accomplished without it.
The trouble with the greater good defense as a global solution to the problem of evil is that it requires us to say that all the evil and suffering that happens in the world (every bit of it) is necessary for some greater good that
God couldn’t accomplish without it.12 The problem with such claims is that
they have the potential to undercut motivation for both petitionary prayer
and active opposition to evil. After all, if I really believed that God had a
greater good in mind that could not be produced without the particular
“evil” situation I have encountered (and the greater good argument claims
Augustine claimed that whatever moral evil is committed by humans is immediately counterbalanced by God’s just punishment, so that the world is made no worse by human evil (De
libero arbitrio, 2.16.43; 3.9.25). In a later work Augustine claimed that God counterbalances
the evil humans do so that the result is better than it was prior to human evil: “God judged
it better to bring good out of evil than not to permit any evil to exist.” Augustine: Confessions and Enchiridion, trans. and ed. Albert C. Outler (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1955), 355.
11. David Ray Griffin, God, Power, and Evil: A Process Theodicy (Philadelphia: Westminster,
1976), 21–26.
12. For my formal analysis and critique of the greater good defense, see Middleton, “Why the
‘Greater Good’ Isn’t a Defense: Classical Theodicy in Light of the Biblical Genre of Lament,”
Koinonia 9, nos. 1 & 2 (1997): 81–113.
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to justify all cases of evil in light of God’s purpose), then why would I ask
God for deliverance from this particular situation? Indeed, why would I
ever resist evil? Believing a greater good approach to evil could, therefore,
generate ethical paralysis.13
Free will is perhaps the primary example of a greater good that has been
proposed to explain why God allows suffering. The free will version of the
greater good defense claims that God values free will so much that even if it
results in terrible evil—including terrorist bombings, the Holocaust, ethnic
cleansing in Rwanda and Bosnia, and the ovens of Auschwitz and Dachau—
then, so be it. It is all required (and worth it, from God’s perspective) for us
to have free will.
My point is not to discuss the merits of the free will argument but to note
that we find many examples of this greater good approach among Christians
who attempt to give an explanation for why someone suffers. For example,
someone at a funeral might comment that God had a reason for taking the
person. Even if we couldn’t state what that reason is, it is very common for
Christians to claim that there must be some purpose for our suffering.14
C. S. Lewis’s Change of Mind about the Greater Good Defense
C. S. Lewis articulated a variant of the greater good defense in his famous
book The Problem of Pain, originally published in 1940.
At one point in the book Lewis explains that people often are not aware
that they are in a state of rebellion against God, especially if all is going well
with them. “But pain,” he notes, “insists upon being attended to.” This leads
to his famous statement: “God whispers to us in our pleasures, speaks in
our conscience, but shouts in our pain: it is His megaphone to rouse a deaf
13. I am aware that simply affirming some version of the greater good argument would
not necessarily lead a person to acquiesce to whatever comes their way, since all sorts of psychological motivations to resist evil come into play. But I am thinking here of the logic of the
position, and especially the pressure of this logic on someone who actually believes the greater
good argument.
14. Alvin Plantinga (God, Freedom, and Evil, 26–28) is famous for claiming that a free
will defense (which he proposes) should be distinguished from a free will theodicy (thus, by
implication, a greater good defense should be distinguished from a greater good theodicy).
Whereas a defense attempts to show only the logical possibility that God has good reasons
for allowing evil (in order to refute the claim that the existence of evil contradicts God’s
goodness and power), a theodicy argues for specific reasons why God allows evil. This distinction, while valid, does not affect my point about the greater good approach to evil or
its consequences for the life of faith. My use of the term defense goes beyond Plantinga’s
technical usage.
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world.”15 What happens once we find that pain has “roused” us from our
slumbers, when we become aware that we are “not in accord with the universe,” that there is a reality that impinges upon us, which we do not control?
Lewis suggests we have two options: we might begin a process of turning
to God or we might rebel against God (with the possibility of repentance
later on).
“No doubt,” Lewis admits, “pain as God’s megaphone is a terrible instrument; it may lead to final and unrepented rebellion. But it gives the only
opportunity the bad [person] can have for amendment. It removes the veil; it
plants the flag of truth within the fortress of a rebel soul.”16 Pain, or suffering,
in other words, is a wake-up call. It is needed in the world since it shocks at
least some people into turning to God (which is the greater good). Of course,
not all repent. But the implicit argument Lewis is making here is that there is
a reason for suffering that justifies it.
That was in 1940.
Yet twenty-one years later (in 1961) Lewis wrote a book called A Grief
Observed. He wrote it under the pseudonym N. W. Clerk because he couldn’t
come right out and contradict (in his own name) what he had said in The
Problem of Pain. But contradict it he did. In this new book he rejected entirely
the greater good argument to explain evil.
At one point Lewis wonders about God’s presence—or rather God’s felt
absence.
Meanwhile, where is God? This is one of the most disquieting symptoms. When
you are happy, so happy that you have no sense of needing Him, so happy that
you are tempted to feel His claims upon you as an interruption, if you remember yourself and turn to Him with gratitude and praise, you will be—or so it
feels—welcomed with open arms.
But go to Him when your need is desperate, when all other help is vain, and
what do you find? A door slammed in your face, and a sound of bolting and
double bolting on the inside. After that, silence.
You may as well turn away. The longer you wait, the more emphatic the silence
will become. There are no lights in the windows. It might be an empty house.
Was it ever inhabited? It seemed so once. And that seeming was as strong as this.17
15. C. S. Lewis, The Problem of Pain (London: Centenary Press, 1940), 83.
16. Lewis, Problem of Pain, 83.
17. C. S. Lewis, A Grief Observed (1961; repr., Greenwich, CT: Seabury, 1963), 9.
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Lewis concludes this line of thought with two questions. First, he asks
simply, “What can this mean?” But then, alluding ironically to Psalm 46:1
(much as Job 7:17–18 may be an ironic comment on Ps. 8:4 [8:5 MT]), Lewis
asks, “Why is He so present a commander in our time of prosperity and so
very absent a help in time of trouble?”18
This is certainly far removed from any version of a greater good argument.
So what happened between The Problem of Pain and A Grief Observed?
Many know the story of Lewis experiencing the joy of marriage (having
been a bachelor for over fifty years). Shortly after this, his new and beloved
wife, Joy Davidman, was diagnosed with cancer. There was a time of remission; then the cancer returned, and she died three years after the original
diagnosis.
When Explaining Suffering Is Unacceptable
It is one thing to articulate a theoretical position about suffering serving a
greater good; it is quite another to still believe this when suffering (and death)
hits someone you know and love.
This is vividly portrayed in the 1993 movie Shadowlands, which depicts the
life of C. S. Lewis with a focus on his marriage to Joy Davidman; the movie
draws on A Grief Observed.19
There are three illuminating scenes (one right after another) that illustrate the
shift that Lewis (known as Jack to his friends) went through after his wife died.
In the first scene, after Joy’s funeral is over and Lewis is walking out of
the church, the priest who just conducted the service says, “Thank God for
your faith, Jack; it’s only faith makes any sense of times like these.” Without
uttering a word, Lewis’s body language speaks volumes. He briefly glances
at the priest and continues walking, with his jaw set, as if he simply can’t
countenance this attempt at comfort.
In the second scene, Lewis is at home after the funeral, with his older
brother, Warren (known as Warnie). After a time of silence, he muses: “So
afraid of never seeing her again, thinking that suffering is just suffering after
all—no cause, no purpose, no pattern.” His brother answers, “I don’t know
18. Lewis, A Grief Observed, 9.
19. Shadowlands, directed by Richard Attenborough, screenplay by William Nicholson,
Savoy Pictures, 1993. The 1993 movie (Anthony Hopkins plays Lewis, and Debra Winger plays
Joy Davidman) was a remake of the original 1985 made-for-TV movie and a 1989 play, both
by the same name.
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what to tell you, Jack.” To which Lewis responds, “There’s nothing to say; I
know that now. I’ve just come up against a bit of experience, Warnie. Experience is a brutal teacher, but you learn, by God you learn.”
In the third scene, Lewis re-enters the academic society at Cambridge
University. When asked by a sympathetic colleague, “Anything I can do?” he
responds, “Just don’t tell me it’s all for the best, that’s all.”
The priest (Harry) who had conducted Joy’s funeral is there and offers a
pious comment: “Only God knows why these things have to happen.” Lewis
responds, getting to the crux of the matter, “God knows, but does God care?”
The dialogue then comes fast and furious.
“Of course, we see so little here. We’re not the creator,” says Harry.
“No, we’re the creatures, aren’t we?” rejoins Lewis. “We’re the rats in the
cosmic laboratory.” At this point Harry shakes his head, but Lewis won’t be
stopped. “Have no doubt the experiment is for our own good, but that still
makes God the vivisectionist.”
Harry tries to interject, “Jack . . .” But Lewis responds by shouting, “NO!
It won’t do. It’s a bloody awful mess and that’s all there is to it.”
The Honesty of the Psalms
What Lewis articulates in A Grief Observed (and what his movie character
articulates in Shadowlands) places him squarely in the chorus of voices from
the ragged edge, against those who would “explain” evil. He thus comes close
to the lament or complaint psalms of many psalmists, the anguished prayers
of the prophet Jeremiah (for example, Jer. 20:7–18), and the protests of Job
the sufferer throughout the book that bears his name.
Lament psalms, which make up over one-third of the Psalms (compared
to hymns of praise, which compose less than a quarter), are honest, abrasive
prayers, which squarely face up to the dark side of human experience; and so
they can provide us guidance (a “protocol”) for how to “host” and process
disorientation.
I will focus on two psalms—Psalm 30 (a thanksgiving psalm) and Psalm
39 (a psalm of lament). These psalms illustrate well the process of coming
to lament and the nature of lament.20
20. Although I began to develop my understanding of lament psalms through a course on
the Psalms, which led to my encounter with Ps. 88 (mentioned in the introduction to this book),
this understanding was considerably deepened through a weekend workshop on the Psalms
that Walter Brueggemann led at St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church in Kitchener, ON, in April
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